Focus on the COX-1 and COX-2 agents: renal events of nonsteroidal and anti-inflammatory drugs-NSAIDs.
This article will focus upon some of the cautions used in the process of prescribing NSAIDs with a focus upon renal events, pharmacokinetics of COX-2 agents, and phytopharmaceuticals that present co-prescribing hematologic challenges. Prescribing any pharmacotherapeutic agent presents the clinician with the cognitive challenge between providing a therapeutic balance weighing potential benefits to be achieved through prescribing against the potential liabilities of pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic iatrogenic events, and drug interactions. The following information is presented as a brief overview of the familiar arachidonic acid cascade followed by the renal events reported with non-COX-2-specific NSAIDs. The pharmacokinetics of the three currently available COX-2 NSAIDs are presented. Patient-specific risk assessments for renal function/dysfunction should be considered prior to or concurrent with initiation of any NSAID therapy coupled with periodic renal monitoring during treatment of those with patient risk factors. Phytopharmaceuticals, supplements, and over-the-counter agents should be discussed with the patient following patient disclosure of use and not omitted by the patient during presentation of their medication consumption with utilization history to their respective healthcare professionals.